Abstract. In this work we explore the relation of the problem of satisfying a su cient decrease criterion in a damped Newton's method to the problem of stepsize selection for continuation methods. We show that there is a strong connection between the two, and that standard line search techniques used for computing damping parameters have direct application to the stepsize selection problem. The performance of the resulting continuation technique, also implemented in 2], is demonstrated for several standard example problems.
1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the solution of the system of nonlinear equations G(u) = 0 (1.1) where G : R n+1 ! R n is continuously di erentiable. The solution of (1.1) is formally a set of curves in R n ; the structure of this set is often quite complicated, exhibiting fold or limit points (places where a curve turns back on itself) and bifurcation points (places where several curves intersect). In this paper we exclude the case of bifurcation points, and will assume that the solution of (1.1) is a single smooth curve ? in R n which does not intersect itself. In particular, we assume that there exists an > 0 such that the cylindrical tube of radius about ? does not intersect itself, and that the Jacobian matrix G u has full rank (n) for all points lying within the tube.
A standard approach to the numerical solution of (1.1) is to use some form of continuation. In such a procedure one augments (1.1) with a normalization equation N(u) where is the steplength. In this paper, we will consider two choices of N(u): N(u) = _ u t 0 (u ? u 0 ) (1.3) leading to the pseudo-arclength method of Keller 4] , and N(u) = _ u t 0 e k e t k (u ? u 0 ) (1.4) where e k is the k-th unit vector in R n for some 1 k n. This leads to a method similar to one proposed by Rheinboldt 8] . For a survey and bibliography of earlier works on continuation, see 1]. The vector u 0 is assumed to be a solution point, and _ u 0 is the tangent vector de ned by k _ u 0 k= 1 (1.6) Equations (1.5)-(1.6) uniquely de ne _ u 0 up to the sign. The norm used in (1.6) is the standard`2 norm. The inclusion of the scalar _ u t 0 e k in (1.4) emphasizes that k should be chosen such that _ u t 0 e k 6 = 0; this can be insured, for example, by choosing k to correspond to the largest component of _ u 0 in magnitude. In any event, for either choice of N, the augmented system
has a unique solution for su ciently small stepsizes . A typical algorithm for tracing the solution manifold numerically consists of picking a sequence of steps k , and solving (1.7) with u 0 being the current solution. We assume (C2) is carried out by a damped Newton iteration, using the predicted u as initial guess. Computing _ u 0 on line (C3) is then simple since all the relevant machinery is immediately available. The predicted u on line (C1) is called the Euler predictor; for the pseudo arclength case one usually takes s = , while for N(u) as in (1.4) one takes s = =( _ u t 0 e k ) 2 . These choices insure that the initial guess satis es the normalization equation.
The main point of this paper is to show that there is a signi cant and strong connection between the stepsize selection/prediction procedures and damping strategies common to Newton's method. In particular, we suggest that widely studied and well understood damping strategies can have application to the problems of stepsize selection and prediction. We will explore this connection in a formal way in section 2. Once this connection is understood, the theory seems quite routine. In section 3 we will present some numerical illustrations.
A version of the continuation method using damped Newton's method as discussed below has been implemented in 2]. The nonlinear systems arise from nite element discretizations of elliptic boundary value problems that may depend, in a general way, on several parameters. Simple fold and birfurcation points can be handled by this package. Continuation is done through a pseudo-arclength type method in ( ; )-space, where is a functional of the solution and is one of the parameters. For more details on this and an earlier method see 6] .
For section 3, we have used a simpli ed version of the continuation procedure employed in 2], adapted to problems of the form (1.1)-(1.4). In its present form, this simple package can handle only fold points. where kGk is the`2 norm. We assume here that G(u) is properly scaled relative to N(u); in practice, one often must explicitly rescale G or N or use a weighted norm in place of (2.3). From (2.3) we see that kH(u 0 )k = j j (2.4) If we apply a damped Newton iteration to (2.1), we would set u = u 0 + t (2.5) for some t2(0; 1]. The damping parameter t is chosen such that a su cient decrease criterion like kH(u)k (1 ? t )kH(u 0 )k (2.6) holds for some xed 0 < < 1. From (2.2) we see that in this case
From (2.7) we see that for this rst Newton step, the stepsize and the damping parameter t enter in exactly the same way. Within this framework, choosing is in some sense "predamping" the system. Let us now assume Lipschitz continuity for G u .
and the su cient decrease criterion would be satis ed by choosing j j > 0 and t2(0; 1] such that
(2.10) where
0 ) Suppose that we x t, say, let t = 1; then if we pick the stepsize such that 0 < j j (1 ? )=C we would know that the standard Euler predictor would be a good initial approximation in the sense that the su cient decrease criterion
will be satis ed. This will result in a fairly conservative step-picking strategy. Suppose we x t < 1, say t = t. We then pick such that 0 < j j 2 ((1 ? t ) 2 ? (1 ? t) 2 )=(C t 2 ) 2 and we would have
Fixing 0 < t << 1 generally would allow for larger steps, but also suggests that the subsequent damped Newton corrector might require more damping and possibly more iterations for convergence.
We summarize this discussion with To illustrate the e ect of damping on the corrector iteration, let us consider the two-variable system (n = 2 in (1. The damped Newton's iteration for (2.12)-(2.13)
We will use the normalization (1.4) with k = 1:
where is a xed target value (note we have dropped a constant The locus of the set of points such that kH(u)k < c is the interior of a "banana-shaped" region whose boundary is de ned by (2.14) for 10 ? c 10 + c. In practical terms, this means that if the current iterate has kH(u)k = c, the next iterate must lie within this region if it is to satisfy a su cient decrease criterion; the exact location might depend on the particular criterion chosen. 5 In any event, the next iterate will be forced to lie close to the solution curve. Thus we see that in this example, the damped Newton procedure is obliged to produce iterates which implicitly follow the solution manifold in an approximate sense. It should be evident that this example contains the nucleus of the general case.
This example suggests that a continuation procedure which takes many small steps, explicitly following the curve, and using little or no damping in the corrector, and one taking fewer large steps but using damping with su cient decrease, have much more in common than one might at rst suspect. The damping in the latter case has roughly the e ect of step-picking in the former.
We conclude this section with a sample of the type of convergence theory one could develop for a speci c strategy. We seek to solve (1.7) by a damped Newton's method in which we compute a sequence of iterates u j for j = 0; 1; : : :. We assume G(u 0 ) = 0 and N(u 0 ) = 0. The sequence of iterates u j is then de ned by H u (u j ) j = ?H(u j ) (2.15) u j+1 = u j + t j j (2.16)
This particular damping strategy is discussed in detail in 3]. The j are nonnegative scalars described more fully below. We de ne S = fuj kH(u)k j jg We assume that S is closed, bounded, and that H u is nonsingular on S with kH ?1 u k for u 2 S.
We can infer the nonsingularity of H u from our full rank assumption for G u . In particular, if H u (u 0 )x = 0, then G u (u 0 )x = 0 and x must be a scalar multiple of _ u 0 . Now N u (u 0 )x = 0 implies that x = 0 for either (1.3) or (1.4) (assuming _ u t 0 e k 6 = 0). Thus H u must be nonsingular in some neighborhood of u 0 ; for j j su ciently small, S will be contained in this region.
Let S 0 be the closed convex ball S 0 = fuj kuk sup v2S kvk + j jg We assume that G is continuously di erentiable and G u satis es (2.8) for v; w 2 S 0 . one can take j = 0, and Newton's method will satisfy the su cient decrease criterion without damping.
3. Numerical Illustrations. The performance of the continuation procedure will be illustrated here with several examples frequently cited in the literature. For completeness, each system will be explicitly given. The results were obtained with a special version of the continuation routine of 2], adapted to problems of the form (1.1)-(1.4). Philosophically, our approach to continuation is somewhat unusual in that we do not have a procedure for automatically computing a complete solution curve. Rather, the user is required to (interactively) provide a sequence of target points. In the case of problem (1.1)-(1.4), this conists of an index k and a target value u k . The program then attempts to reach the target point using one or more continuation steps. This is somewhat analagous to the case of ordinary di erential equations, where one might provide a sequence of target times where the solution is required, and the ode solver may use one or more automatically computed internal time steps to reach each target value. While this approach demands more of the user than a completely automatic procedure, it allows him to exploit whatever a priori knowledge he may have of the solution, and it also provides a great degree of exibility for interactively exploring solution curves by trial and error (see 2] 6]).
The step is initally chosen to be , the value of which would allow the target to be reached in one step. This value is accepted as the step if the su cient decrease criterion (2.11) is satis ed. If fails to satisfy (2.11), it is damped by standard line search techniques until a suitable step is found. In these illustrations, we took t = :9 and = 10 ?4 .
Rather than explicitly rescaling G and N, we used a weighted norm of the form The origin was the starting point for the continuation procedure. In table 2, the numbers of iterations, totaling 31, and function evaluations, totaling 40, are listed, while gure 3.1 shows the continuation points on the solution curve for (u 6 ; u 7 ). The number of function evaluations is larger than the number of corrector iterations by at least one, since kH(u)k must be evaluated in order to check that the su cient decrease criterion (2.11) was satis ed. In these examples, we did not encounter any cases where satisfying (2.11) required a line search or more than one function evaluation. Thus larger di erences indicate that more than one function evaluation was needed in some corrector iterations to nd a damping parameter yielding a su cient decrease of kH(u)k.
While larger steps would have been possible, the above sequence permitted the cubic spline interpolation to provide a relatively accurate graph of the solution curve. In this example, chosing steps too large could easily lead to a di erent part of the curve. Whether this is considered an advantage or disadvantage depends to some extent on the goal of the calculation. If the goal is to reach a particular target point as quickly as possible, then skipping intermediate portions of the curve is generally e cient. If the goal is to determine a more detailed structure of the curve, however, some care must be taken in the selection of target points, to keep the resulting stepsizes su ciently small. We remark that in both examples, no attempt was made to optimize the selection of target points. Our goals in the calculations were to provide the graphics program with enough data to make reasonably accurate drawings, but at the same time illustrate the robustness of a procedure using damped Newton's method with a su cient decrease criterion and taking relatively large steps. There are undoubtedly many possible sequences of target values which could achieve these goals, some perhaps more e ciently than the ones we chose.
3.3. Fold point on a curve of fold points. Finally, we demonstrate the computation of fold points. For instance, the Bratu problem We then continued using k = 2 to u 2 = u 2 = 5. On this step, which required 6 corrector iterations and 13 function evaluations, the determinant changed sign (from ?:629 to :707). A secant/bisection iteration was then applied to the equation _ ( ) = _ u 8 ( ) = 0 to nd the step corresponding to the fold point, strating from u 0 as in (3.1). This required 10 secant/bisection iterations, with each iteration requiring 1 or 2 corrector iterations and 2 or 3 function evaluations. The relatively large number of secant/bisection iterations re ects the large starting interval; for example, if we had 10 started from the point where u 2 = 4, rather than u 2 = 1:16 as in (3.1), the number of secant/bisection iterations required would have been 5. On the other hand, the large interval we used re ects the relatively large step sizes that damped Newton method allows. At the fold point we have 
